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The patent owner
The inventor Diana Peèkaj
Vukoviæ was awarded the
title of First Lady of
Croatian Invention 2009.

Carrier for laptop
bags and briefcases
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women
and men

Awards
* Golden medal at the
BIS - British Invention
Show, London 2009,
* and a Golden medal
at the Croatian Salon
of Innovation INOVA
2009 in Zagreb.
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Produktbeschreibung
Handlebar hooks
The basket is attached by two rubber-coated
hooks to the bicycle’s handlebar.
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The bag or a briefcase is firmly and
safely affixed to the basket by
closing the plastic belt buckle. The
load is symmetrically distributed
on the handlebar.

Spacer
The variable
length spacer
keeps the basket
distanced from
the bicycle light
and serves as a
secure third
mounting point.

New shape, new solution

Busy Basket is an innovative shape
bicycle carrier made of plastic-coated
stell wire, adjustable to different sizes
of bags.
Busy Basket can also be hung on the
rear rack, like a saddle bag or pannier.

Black

Busy Basket is
for all who
ride a bicycle
to work, to
school or
to sports
practice

Thanks to the flexible and adjustable
parts, Busy Basket suits to the
different types of bags; laptop bags,
briefcases, school bags, sport bags,
hand bags, grocery bags. etc.

Steel wire

PROBLEM
Have you ever tried
carrying a laptop or a
briefcase on a bicycle? It
can be hard, cumbersome
and unsafe. The bag just
does not fit in the
existing basket models.
SOLUTION
Busy Basket keeps your
bag safe, firmly affixed
and under your supervi-

sion, without hindrance
while riding.
PRACTICAL
Easy to mount and
remove, fits most
standard bike models.
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
It can be easily adjusted
to securely and firmly
accommodate various
bag sizes and shapes.

delongaDESIGN

For kids aged
10 & up
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The plastic coated steel
frame construction is
strong and safe, with an
adjustable front side.

